
Creating extra time for teachers through
our learning experience platform

Designing Futures



I love the feedback I get from my students
about how much they enjoy EP! Because they 

progress at their pace, they are much more in control 
of their own learning. The support I get as a teacher

wanting to get the most out of EP is great.
Amazing fun for teachers too!

Catherine Walkear, Melbourne Girls' College

Education Perfect
You are the light that guides my pedagogy

You are the key that unlocks potential
You are the rock on which programs are built and

You are the wind that shapes young minds.
Thank you.

Michael Graham, Matraville Sports High School

1 million+
active users 58 countries

6k+ positive
reviews2.6k+ schools

Global Leader in
Education Technology

  epforschool.com



As Australian and New Zealand schools move into the second
half of the year, we reflect on the last 6 months and how it's
not something any of us has experienced before. The EP
COVID-19 journey started around the time of Chinese New
Year in late January as we started to see schools disrupted
through closure in China. We reached out to support schools
with a free access period and by March this had impacted all
of the schools we work with across the world.

We saw first hand how difficult it was to adjust to distance
learning and it was an amazing effort across the board to keep
some sort of continuity. For EP, we ended up supporting an
additional 500,000 students across 50+ countries. We are
very proud to have supported the teaching community and
made such a positive impact.

As we look to the remainder of this year and 2021 you will see
continual improvements in our product and service offering.
EP for School has always been FREE for teachers, as we
understand that there is a need for openness and
collaboration in education, especially to start closing the
education equity gap. Our new EP Studio provides teachers
with the opportunity to share their lessons with colleagues on
a national, or even global stage.

Onwards and upwards,
Alex

Alex Burke
CEO, Education Perfect



The Benefits of EP
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User-centric
approach is part of

the EP DNA

Full suite of learning
materials across all

core subjects

Users get value
from day 1

13+ years learning
from our customers Full school solution 35,000+ curriculum

aligned lessons

Intuitive platform
Consistent experience
with learning data in

one place

Ability to easily
customise content

Premium support
for our users Loyal customers

A reliable platform
built on AWS

infrastructure

<30mins response
time

Provide high quality
feedback

Provides customers
assurity that data is

secure

Experienced teachers
provide professional

development

Evangelize our
product

System usage is
uninterrupted

Easily assess user
engagement

In-depth data,
metrics and

reporting

Monitor and track
student learning

progression

Adaptable and
customisable

platform

Effective delivery
of all learning

Suits all users'
needs



Range of features including
Peer Review, inter-school
competitions, peer-peer
gaming

Teacher feedback options to
ensure students are well
supported and encouraged
to achieve
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Full-school solution

35,000+ EP-built curriculum
aligned lessons

Rich Editor for teachers to
collaborate, share and curate
lessons and assessments

Run formative and
summative assessments

Track students’ engagement,
progress and performance in
real-time

Gain insights into student
progression and achievement

School, cohort and entire
school network data analytics

The Benefits of EP

EP Studio & EP Library:
Content curation,

authoring and sharing

EP Insights:
Rich data analytics on
student engagement

EP Assessment:
Powerful

assessment
capabilities

EP Engage:
Support and

motivate
students



EP Insights provides a deep under-
standing of learning progression at a

student, class and cohort level.

 insights

EP Assessment provides a range of
assessment for learning tools to

power measurable learning growth.

 assessments

EP Studio provides intuitive authoring
tools to create engaging and

effective lessons for your students.

 studio

EP Library contains a rich bank of
35,000+ curriculum aligned lessons

across a range of subjects.

 library
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The Key EP Features



 studio

 library

 assessments



Mathematics
Give Me A Reason

Available for Years 5-12

A customisable
Mathematics

assessment and
curriculum delivery

platform

Generates rich
insights into student

progress and
provides individua-

lised next steps

Provides
unparalleled data

and streamlines the
process of differen-

tiated learning

Ben Hilliam
Global Head of Maths

epforschool.com/en/mathematics

Science
Investigate the Possibilities

Available for Years 5-12

Provides
unparalleled data

and the opportunity
for continuous

feedback

Buys back time for
more hands-on,

inquiry based
experiences in the

classroom

Offers a compre-
hensive and varied
range of contextual
resources for your

students

Kelly Hollis
Global Head of Science

epforschool.com/en/science



Languages
Expand Your Horizons

Available for Years 3-12

A holistic language
learning platform

combined with
cutting-edge
technology

Provides a vast
library of original

written and spoken
texts with native

speaker recordings

A comprehensive
multi-modal

vocabulary revision
package and

speaking practice

Philippa Kruger
Global Head of Languages

epforschool.com/en/languages

English
What’s Your Story?

Available for Years 5-12

A levelled literacy
and literature

resource blending
seamless

differentiation

Offers engaging
content to build

critical thinking and
fluent communi-

cation skills

A fully customisable
and responsive
resource which

meets the needs of
your students

Jimmy Bowens
Global Head of English

epforschool.com/en/english



Humanities
Engage Your World

Available for Years 7-10

Offers an
extensive range
of engaging and

customisable
curriculum-

aligned content

Promotes
student

knowledge
acquisition and
essential skills
development

Provides detail-
ed insights for
every student
while buying
back time for
the classroom

Chris Higgins
Global Head of Humanities

epforschool.com/en/humanities

Explicitly
teaches the
knowledge
component

of digital
technologies

Explore
engaging online

lessons that
maximise

student lear-
ning growth

Leverages
students to

produce
effective

solutions to
problems

Digital Tech
Unlock Your Future

Available for Years 7-8

epforschool.com/en/digital-technologies
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epforschool.com/en/health-and-pe

Health & PE
Discover Your Potential

Available for Years 7-10

Challenges
students to

explore well-
being issues of
young people

Engages
students in
discussions
surrounding

lifestyle choices

Equips students
with the tools
to be able to
lead fulfilling

lives

Contains
scaffolded

activities based
on recognition
and compre-

hension

Helps on buil-
ding students’
confidence in
using words
and simple
sentences

Includes
representative

images to
facilitate the

reading process

EAL
English Starts Here

Available for Years 3-10



  support@educationperfect.com   +61 2 6100 3723

Humanising technology
for lifelong learners.

Enriching the digital ecosystem through partnerships
with leading technology companies.


